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Brick-wall circuits composed of the Yang-Baxter gates are integrable. It becomes an important tool to study
the quantum many-body system out of equilibrium. To put the Yang-Baxter gate on the quantum computer, it
has to be decomposed into the native gates of quantum computers. It is favorable to apply the least number
of native two-qubit gates to construct the Yang-Baxter gate. We study the geometric representations of all X-
type braid gates and their corresponding Yang-Baxter gates via the Yang-Baxterization. We find that the braid
and Yang-Baxter gates can only exist on certain edges and faces of the two-qubit tetrahedron. We identify the
parameters by which the braid and Yang-Baxter gates are the Clifford gate, the matchgate, and the dual-unitary
gate. The geometric representations provide the optimal decompositions of the braid and Yang-Baxter gates in
terms of other two-qubit gates. We also find that the entangling powers of the Yang-Baxter gates are determined
by the spectral parameters. Our results provide the necessary conditions to construct the braid and Yang-Baxter
gates on quantum computers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computers can efficiently solve problems that are
unrealistic to be solved by classical computers [1]. Simulat-
ing many-body quantum systems is the major application of
quantum computers in the current NISQ era [2]. The most
popular model for quantum computation is the quantum cir-
cuit model. It is the quantum version of the classical reversible
computation model. The quantum circuit model is composed
of the initial state, unitary evolution realized by the single- and
two-qubit gates, and the final state measurements. Arbitrary
unitary evolution can be approximately constructed from the
single- and two-qubit gates, known as the universal gate set
[3, 4].

Although very few many-body systems can be exactly
solved, these models lay the theoretical foundations for our
understanding of the many-body system [5, 6]. One important
category is called the Yang-Baxter integrable models, which
are solved based on the Yang-Baxter equation [7–9]. The
systematic method solving the Yang-Baxter integrable mod-
els is called the algebraic Bethe ansatz or the quantum inverse
scattering method [10, 11]. See a recent review on the Yang-
Baxter integrable models and their applications [12].

The essential ingredient to solve the Yang-Baxter integrable
models is the R matrix, the solution of the Yang-Baxter equa-
tion. In the context of quantum computation, the unitary R
matrix can work as the quantum gate, called the Yang-Baxter
gate [13]. In the last twenty years, the interdisciplinary stud-
ies between the quantum integrable system and the quantum
computation, especially based on the quantum circuit model,
were developed in different directions, in either of which the
Yang-Baxter gate plays the fundamental roles.

The unitary solution of parameter independent Yang-Baxter
equation, also called the constant Yang-Baxter equation, gives
the representation of braid group [14]. Here the Yang-Baxter
gate is also called the braid gate. It can characterize the low-

dimensional topology but also can be viewed as the quantum
gate generating the quantum entanglement [15, 16]. There-
fore, the manipulation of quantum entanglement via the braid
gate can be studied from the viewpoint of topology [17–20].
Then various quantum information protocols, such as quan-
tum teleportation and entanglement swapping, can be under-
stood from the viewpoint of topological entanglement [21–
24].

In another research direction, the Yang-Baxter gate with the
spectral parameter arises from the quantum simulation (based
on the circuit model) of the integrable model. It is surpris-
ing that the simulation circuit obtained from decomposing the
evolution operator into two-qubit gates, called the Trotteriza-
tion, is still integrable [25–27]. The spectral parameter of the
Yang-Baxter gate is interpreted as the Trotter step. Taking
arbitrary values for the spectral parameter, the brick-wall cir-
cuit composed with the Yang-Baxter gates is always integrable
[28]. The integrable circuit preserves many nice properties of
the integrable model [29–34]. Furthermore, the integrable cir-
cuit may suggest a deep understanding of the quantum circuit
model, where the evolution realized by the two-qubit gates is
always factorized [35–37]. In experiments, the integrable cir-
cuit can not only benchmark the quantum computers but also
provides the testbed to study the integrable-breaking dynam-
ics [38–41].

Despite the vital importance of the Yang-Baxter gate, its
completed characterizations are missing. For example, which
two-qubit gates can be converted into the Yang-Baxter gates
through the single-qubit gates? Which Yang-Baxter gates can
be more easily realized on quantum computers (from the na-
tive two-qubit gates)? How to decompose the Yang-Baxter
gate with the minimal applications of the native gates of
quantum computers? We aim to answer the above questions
by studying the geometric representation of braid and Yang-
Baxter gates. Here the geometric representation refers to
mapping the two-qubit gates on a three-dimensional tetrahe-
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dron, where the two-qubit gates on the same point are locally
equivalent (can be converted by the single-qubit gates) [42].
Then we give the optimal gate decompositions with respect
to the number of CNOT gates of the braid and Yang-Baxter
gates. In our study, we consider all the X-type braid gates and
the Yang-Baxter gates obtained from braid gates through the
Yang-Baxterization [43–45]. We clarify the conditions under
which the braid and Yang-Baxter gates are the Clifford gates
[46, 47], the matchgates [48, 49], and the dual unitary gates
[50]. We calculate their entangling powers, which have been
applied to the study of brick-wall circuits [51].

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review ba-
sic theories about the two-qubit gate, as well as its geometric
representation. We present our results, namely the geometric
representations of braid gate and Yang-Baxter gate in Secs.
III and IV respectively. Sec. V is the conclusion. Appendix
A gives the proof of Theorem 2. Appendix B shows the ma-
trix expressions of the Yang-Baxter gates obtained from the
Yang-Baxterization of the braid gates.

II. TETRAHEDRON OF TWO-QUBIT GATES

A. Nonlocal parameters and entangling power

Two-qubit gates U are elements of the U(4) group. Since
the global phase has no significance in quantum computa-
tion, we concentrate on the two-qubit gates belonging to the
SU(4) group. The nontrivial two-qubit gates are those that
cannot be constructed from the single-qubit gates, namely
U ∈ SU(4)\SU(2)⊗SU(2). Then one can apply the Cartan
decomposition to U ∈ SU(4)\SU(2) ⊗ SU(2), which gives
[52]

U = (V1 ⊗ V2)Ucore(⃗a)(V3 ⊗ V4), (1)

with the core of the two-qubit gate

Ucore(⃗a)

= exp

(
i

2
(a1(σx ⊗ σx) + a2(σy ⊗ σy) + a3(σz ⊗ σz))

)
.

(2)

Here Vk ∈ SU(2) (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the single-qubit
gates and σx,y,z are Pauli matrices. Therefore, only a⃗ =
(a1, a2, a3), called the nonlocal parameters, characterizes the
intrinsic properties of two-qubit gates. For simplicity, we use

[U ] = [a1, a2, a3], (3)

to denote the nonlocal parameters of U . We say that two-
qubit gates are locally equivalent if these two-qubit gates have
the same nonlocal parameters. In other words, two-qubit gates
with the same nonlocal parameters only differ by some single-
qubit gates.

Quantities associated with the two-qubit gate, which are
invariant under the action of single-qubit gates, are called
local invariants. It is expected that the local invariants are

given by [a1, a2, a3]. It has been shown that the complete
set of local invariants of the two-qubit gate is given by the
spectrum of L = QTΛQ [53], which has the eigenvalues Λ ={
ei(−a1+a2+a3), ei(a1−a2+a3), ei(a1+a2−a3), e−i(a1+a2+a3)

}
.

Specifically, the characteristic polynomial of L is completely
determined by Tr(Λ) and Tr(Λ2). Therefore, the local
invariants are functions of Tr(Λ) and Tr(Λ2).

Two-qubit gates with different nonlocal parameters may
have different abilities to generate the entanglement. For ex-
ample, the CNOT gate given by

CNOT = |0⟩⟨0| ⊗ 112 + |1⟩⟨1| ⊗ σx, (4)

has the nonlocal parameters [CNOT] = [π/2, 0, 0], which can
generate Bell states from the product states (with the help of
single-qubit gates). However, the SWAP gate defined by

SWAP =
1

2
(112 + σx ⊗ σx + σy ⊗ σy + σz ⊗ σz) (5)

has [SWAP] = [π/2, π/2, π/2], which only permutes between
two qubits, and can not create any entanglement from the
product states. For the XY interaction qubit, it is natural to
give the iSWAP gate [54]

iSWAP =
1

2
(112 + iσx ⊗ σx + iσy ⊗ σy + σz ⊗ σz) , (6)

which has [iSWAP] = [π/2, π/2, 0]. Therefore, it can gener-
ate entangled states from the product states.

To quantify the entanglement-generation ability of two-
qubit gates, consider [55]

ep(U) = E(U |ψ1⟩ ⊗ |ψ2⟩)|ψ1⟩⊗|ψ2⟩, (7)

with the linear entropy

E(|Ψ⟩) = 1− Tr1ρ
2, (8)

and ρ = Tr2|Ψ⟩⟨Ψ|. The overline means taking the average
over all product states |ψ1⟩ ⊗ |ψ2⟩ with the uniform distri-
bution. We call ep(U) as the entangling power of two-qubit
gates. Because of the simple decomposition given in Eq. (1),
one can find that the entangling power of the two-qubit gate is
[56]

ep(U) =
2

9

(
1− 1

16
|Tr(Λ)|2

)
, (9)

with the local invariants of the two-qubit gate

|Tr(Λ)|2

= 16
(
cos2 a1 cos

2 a2 cos
2 a3 + sin2 a1 sin

2 a2 sin
2 a3

)
.

(10)

We can see that 0 ≤ ep(U) ≤ 2/9. The CNOT gate with
the nonlocal parameter [CNOT] = [π/2, 0, 0] has the max-
imal entangling power ep(CNOT) = 2/9. The SWAP gate
with [SWAP] = [π/2, π/2, π/2] has zero entangling power.
Any two-qubit gate with nonzero entangling power can form
a universal gate set with the single-qubit gates [57, 58].
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FIG. 1. Geometric representation of the two-qubit gate U =
[a1, a2, a3]. The tetrahedron OA1A2A3 has the vertexes O =
[0, 0, 0], A1 = [π, 0, 0], A2 = [π/2, π/2, 0], and A3 =
[π/2, π/2, π/2].

Naturally, based on the value of the nonlocal parameters
[a1, a2, a3], we can map each two-qubit gate on a point in the
three-dimensional space, namely the 3-Torus (because of the
periodicity of [a1, a2, a3]). Even if we only consider the cube
with length π, different points inside the cube may correspond
to the two-qubit gates which are locally equivalent. For exam-
ple, the two-qubit gate with [θ, 0, 0] is locally equivalent to the
two-qubit gate with [0, 0, θ] by applying the Hadamard trans-
formation.

One can apply the Weyl group to remove such ambigu-
ity, called the Weyl chamber [42]. Then the cube can be di-
vided into 24 Weyl chambers. Each chamber is a tetrahedron.
Choose the tetrahedron with the vertexes O = [0, 0, 0], A1 =
[π, 0, 0], A2 = [π/2, π/2, 0], and A3 = [π/2, π/2, π/2],
namely the region with π − a2 ≥ a1 ≥ a2 ≥ a3 ≥ 0. See
Fig. 1. Different points in one Weyl chamber correspond to
the different nonlocal two-qubit gates (except the points on the

OA1A2 base). The middle of OA1 represents the CNOT gate
with [CNOT] = [π/2, 0, 0]. The SWAP gate is at the point
A3 with [SWAP] = [π/2, π/2, π/2]. Except for the vertexes
O, A1, and A3, all two-qubit gates have nonzero entangling
powers. Note that the two-qubit gates that have the same en-
tangling powers may be not locally equivalent.

B. Decomposition of two-qubit gate

Quantum computers are equipped with several native gates.
Then arbitrary unitary operation can be constructed or approx-
imately constructed from those gates [1]. How to construct
arbitrary two-qubit gate is well studied [59–63]. The Cartan
decomposition of two-qubit gate in Eq. (1) naturally gives the
following decomposition criterion [59].

Theorem 1. Any two-qubit gate [U ] = [a1, a2, a3] can be
constructed from minimal n (n ≥ 3) applications of U ′(θ)
with [U(θ)′] = [θ, 0, 0], if the nonlocal parameters satisfy 0 ≤
a1 + a2 + a3 ≤ nθ or a1 − a2 − a3 ≥ π − nθ.

Therefore any two-qubit gate can be constructed from at
most three CNOTs. Two-qubit gates belong to SO(4) have
the nonlocal parameters a3 = 0. Consequently, their decom-
positions only need at most two CNOTs [60, 61].

Applying the trick CNOT(112⊗σz)CNOT = σz ⊗σz , then
we have

• •
e−

i
2 θ(σz⊗σz) =

Rz(θ)

(11)

with the single-qubit rotation gate Rz(θ) = e−
i
2 θσz . There-

fore any two-qubit gate can be decomposed with six CNOTs.
After some simplifications, we have the optimal CNOT de-
composition for any two-qubit gate (given by the universal
gate set {Rz(θ), H,CNOT}) [64]

V3 • H S R†
z (a2) • S† H V1

U =

V4 R†
z(a1) Rz(a3) H • S H V2

(12)

with the Hadamard gate H = (σx + σz)/
√
2 and the phase

gate S = diag{1, i}. Note that we have S ∼= Rz(π/2). The
symbol ∼= represents the equivalent relation up to the global
phase difference. The nonlocal parameters are interchange-
able because of the commutative of σx ⊗ σx, σy ⊗ σy , and
σz ⊗ σz . Note that the above decomposition is not optimal if
a3 = 0, since only two CNOTs are required.

III. GEOMETRIC REPRESENTATIONS AND
DECOMPOSITIONS OF BRAID GATES

A. Two-qubit braid gates

The braid group relation or the constant Yang-Baxter equa-
tion characterizes the low-dimensional topology [14]. The
topological entanglement can be described by the correspond-
ing knot invariants. Then one can consider the unitary rep-
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resentation of the braid group. It works as a two-qubit gate,
which can generate quantum entanglement. In the qubit rep-
resentation, how to construct the braid matrix or the unitary
braid gate is well studied [65–67].

The braid group has the generator bj with j = 1, 2, . . . , n−
1 satisfying

bjbj±1bj = bj±1bjbj±1, (13a)
bjbk = bkbj , |j − k| ≥ 2. (13b)

In the context of quantum computation, we consider the braid
group representation given by bj = 112⊗112⊗· · ·⊗Bj,j+1⊗
· · · ⊗ 112 ⊗ 112, where Bj,j+1 is a two-qubit gate acting on
the qubits j and j + 1. Here B is called the braid gate. We
omit the subscriptions in the following for simplicity. Note
that the commutative relation of bj is satisfied automatically.
The braid relation becomes

(B⊗ 112)(112 ⊗B)(B⊗ 112) = (112 ⊗B)(B⊗ 112)(112 ⊗B).
(14)

Therefore, any two-qubit gate that satisfies the above relation
is a braid gate.

All solutions of B in the two-qubit cases are known [65,
66]. Note that one has to add the unitary condition (to be
a valid quantum gate). The core of the two-qubit gate Ucore
defined in Eq. (2) is the X-type two-qubit gate. There are
in total four X-type braid gates [68]. At the two-qubit basis
{|00⟩, |01⟩, |10⟩, |11⟩}, the four braid gates have the forms

BI =




eiφ1 0 0 0

0 0 eiφ2 0

0 eiφ3 0 0

0 0 0 eiφ4



, (15a)

BII =




0 0 0 eiφ2

0 eiφ1 0 0

0 0 eiφ1 0

eiφ3 0 0 0



, (15b)

BIII =




cosφ1 0 0 sinφ1e
iφ2

0 −i sinφ1 − cosφ1 0

0 − cosφ1 −i sinφ1 0

− sinφ1e
−iφ2 0 0 cosφ1



,

(15c)

BIV =
1√
2




1 0 0 eiφ1

0 1 1 0

0 −1 1 0

−e−iφ1 0 0 1



. (15d)

The parameters can be taken arbitrarily φj ∈ [0, 2π). In the
following, we always take φj as the braid gate parameters.

B. Geometric representations and decompositions

Consider the universal gate set {Rz(θ), H,CNOT}. Based
on the standard decomposition of the two-qubit gate given in
Eq. (1), we have the decompositions of braid gates shown in
Fig. 2. The parameters ϕI of braid gate BI are defined as

ϕI,1 =
1

2
(−φ1 − φ2 + φ3 + φ4) , (16a)

ϕI,2 =
1

2
(−φ1 + φ2 − φ3 + φ4) , (16b)

ϕI,3 =
1

2
(−φ1 + φ2 + φ3 − φ4) . (16c)

The braid gate BII has the defined parameters

ϕII,1 =
1

2
(−φ2 + φ3) , (17a)

ϕII,2 =
1

2
(−φ2 + 2φ1 − φ3) . (17b)

Note that bothBISWAP andBIISWAP(σx⊗σx) are diagonal
matrices.

The braid gates have the nonlocal parameters

[BI ] =
1

2
[π, π, π − 2ϕI,3] , (18a)

[BII ] =
1

2
[π, π, π − 2ϕII,2] , (18b)

[BIII ] =
1

2
[π, π, π − 4φ1] , (18c)

[BIV ] =
1

2
[π, 0, 0] . (18d)

We can see that the braid gates BI,II,III are all on the edge
A2A3 of the two-qubit tetrahedron. See Fig. 3. When
BI,II,III are not at the point A2, namely without any vanish-
ing nonlocal parameters, their constructions require minimal
three CNOTs, therefore the decompositions in Fig. 2 are opti-
mal. The braid gate BIV is locally equivalent to the CNOT.

It is straightforward to calculate the entangling powers of
the four braid gates. Specifically, we have

ep(BI) =
2

9
sin2 ϕI,3, (19a)

ep(BII) =
2

9
sin2 ϕII,2, (19b)

ep(BIII) =
2

9
sin2 (2φ1) , (19c)

ep(BIV ) =
2

9
. (19d)

When Braid gates BI,II,III (with ϕI,3 = 0, or ϕII,2 = 0, or
φ1 = 0) are locally equivalent to the SWAP gate, they have
zero entangling power.

Clifford gates are elements of the Clifford group, which
preserves the Pauli group, therefore circuits only composed
with Clifford gates can be classically simulated [46, 47]. An-
other equivalent definition of the Clifford gate is the quan-
tum gate can be decomposed with {H,S,CNOT}. Based
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V3 • H Rz
(
π
2 − a2

)
• H • √

σx
† V1

U =

V4 R†
z(a1) Rz(a3)

√
σx V2

(1)

• H • S† H Rz(ϕI,1)

BI ∼=
S† R†

z(ϕI,3) S H • S H Rz(ϕI,2)

H σz • S† H Rz(ϕII,1)

BII ∼=
H σz • H S† R†

z(ϕII,2) S H • S H Rz(ϕII,1)

Rz(φ2/2) T † • T S† R†
z(φ2/2)

BIII ∼=
Rz(φ2/2) T S • H S† R†

z(2φ1) S H • T † R†
z(φ2/2)

Rz(φ1/2) S† H • S† H S R†
z(φ1/2)

BIV ∼=
Rz(φ1/2) H S† H R†

z(φ1/2)

Rz(φ1/2) S† S† S R†
z(φ1/2)

BIV ∼=
Rz(φ1/2) • • R†

z(φ1/2)

(2)

1

FIG. 2. Decomposition of braid gates BI (15a), BII (15b), BIII (15c), and BIV (15d) into the universal gate set {Rz(θ), H,CNOT}. The
symbol ∼= means a global phase difference. The angles ϕI are defined in Eq. (16a)-(16c). The angles ϕII are defined in Eq. (17a)-(17b). Here
S is the phase gate with S ∼= Rz(π/2), and T is the π/8 gate with T ∼= Rz(π/4).

Clifford gate Matchgate Dual unitary gate

BI ϕI,1, ϕI,2, ϕI,3 ∈ {kπ/2, k ∈ Z} ϕI,3 = π/2 Always

BII ϕII,1, ϕII,2 ∈ {kπ/2, k ∈ Z} ϕII,2 = π/2 Always

BIII φ1 ∈ {kπ/4, k ∈ Z} and φ2 ∈ {kπ + π/2, k ∈ Z} Cannot Always

BIV φ1 ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z} Always Cannot

TABLE I. Conditions for braid gates BI (15a), BII (15b), BIII (15c), and BIV (15d) to be the Clifford, the matchgate, and the dual unitary
gate.

on the gate decomposition of the four braid gates, we know
that the braid gate BI is a Clifford gate if ϕI,1, ϕI,2, ϕI,3 ∈
{kπ/2, k ∈ Z}; the braid gate BII is a Clifford gate if
ϕII,1, ϕII,2 ∈ {kπ/2, k ∈ Z}; the braid gate BIII is a Clif-
ford gate if φ1 ∈ {kπ/4, k ∈ Z} and φ2 ∈ {kπ + π/2, k ∈
Z}; the braid gateBIV is a Clifford gate if φ1 ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z}.
We summary the results in Table I.

Matchgate is a special family of X-type two-qubit gates.
Quantum circuits only composed with the matchgates acting
on the nearest neighbor qubits is another family of circuits
that is classically tractable [48, 49]. Matchgate circuit can be
mapped to the dynamics of the free fermion model [69]. The
necessary condition of being a matchgate is to have a van-
ishing nonlocal parameter [70]. We can check that the braid
gate BI is a matchgate if ϕI,3 = π/2; the braid gate BII is
a matchgate if ϕII,2 = π/2; the braid gate BIII can not be a
matchgate; the braid gate BIV is always a matchgate.

It is interesting to see that two-qubit gates on the edgeA2A3

belong to the dual-unitary gates, which are still unitary if the

space and time indexes are exchanged [50]. The dynamical
correlation functions of the brick-wall circuit composed with
the dual-unitary gate can be exactly calculated. From Fig. 3,
we see that braid gates BI , BII , and BIV are all dual-unitary,
while BIV is not.

IV. GEOMETRIC REPRESENTATIONS AND
DECOMPOSITIONS OF YANG-BAXTER GATES

A. Yang-Baxterization

In the braid relation (14), the braid parameters are all the
same. The braid relation can be generalized to a parameter-
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FIG. 3. Geometric representation of braid gates BI (15a), BII (15b),
BIII (15c), and BIV (15d).

dependent relation, given by∗

(R(x)⊗ 112)(112 ⊗R(xy))(R(y)⊗ 112)

= (112 ⊗R(y))(R(xy)⊗ 112)(112 ⊗R(x)). (20)

It is called the Yang-Baxter equation, where x is called
the spectral parameter [71, 72]. The Yang-Baxter equation
lays the foundation of the quantum inverse scattering method
which systematically solves the Yang-Baxter integrable mod-
els [11].

Different R matrices correspond to different integrable
models. Finding solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation is an
important subject in mathematical physics. There are vari-
ous ways to construct the R matrices. One method is start-
ing from the braid matrix, and then introducing the spectral
parameters in the construction. Such procedure is called the
Yang-Baxterization [43–45]. The idea of Yang-Baxterization
is to replace the eigenvalues of the braid matrix with the poly-
nomial of the spectral parameters. See [73, 74] for the Yang-
Baxterization examples.

Suppose that the braid matrix has the spectral decomposi-
tions

B =

n∑

j=1

λjPj , (21)

with n distinct eigenvalues λj and the corresponding projec-
tors Pj . The ansatz of R matrix from the Yang-Baxterization
is

R(x) =

n∑

j=1

Θ
(n)
j (x)Pj , (22)

with the polynomial of x in the degree of n− 1. If n = 2, we

∗ The R matrix acting on the adjacent qubits is commonly denoted as Ř.
Here we omit the check mark for simplicity.

have

Θ
(2)
1 (x) =x+

λ1
λ2
, (23a)

Θ
(2)
2 (x) =1 + x

λ1
λ2
, (23b)

which gives

R(x) =
1

λ2

(
B + xλ1λ2B

−1
)
. (24)

The exchange on λ1 ↔ λ2 gives the same R matrix. If n = 3,
we have

Θ
(3)
1 (x) =

(
x+

λ1
λ2

)(
x+

λ2
λ3

)
, (25a)

Θ
(3)
2 (x) =

(
1 + x

λ1
λ2

)(
x+

λ2
λ3

)
, (25b)

Θ
(3)
3 (x) =

(
1 + x

λ1
λ2

)(
1 + x

λ2
λ3

)
. (25c)

The corresponding R(x) matrix can be rewritten as

R(x) = α(x, λ3)B+β(x, λ1, λ2, λ3)11+γ(x, λ1)B
−1, (26)

with

α(x, λ3) = − 1

λ3
(x− 1), (27a)

β(x, λ1, λ2, λ3) =

(
1 +

λ1
λ2

+
λ1
λ3

+
λ2
λ3

)
x, (27b)

γ(x, λ1) = λ1x(x− 1). (27c)

The exchange on λ1 ↔ λ2 or λ2 ↔ λ3 may give differ-
ent R matrices. We emphasize that the Yang-Baxterization
only gives ansatz of the R matrix if n ≥ 3. Additional con-
straints on the braid matrix are required. For example, if the
braid matrix with three distinct eigenvalues admits the Bir-
man–Murakami–Wenzl (BMW) algebra [75, 76], the Yang-
Baxterization always works [44, 45].

Since we are only interested in the R matrix which can act
as a quantum gate, the R matrix has to be unitary. For the
braid gate with two distinct eigenvalues, we have

Theorem 2. The R matrix obtained from the Yang-
Baxterization on the unitary braid matrix with two distinct
eigenvalues is unitary if the spectral parameter is real and
B2 ̸= 11.

The proof is straightforward and can be found in Appendix
A. If B2 = 11, such as B = SWAP, the Yang-Baxterization
gives a trivial R(x) matrix where the spectral parameter x is
only shown in the global phase.
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B. Yang-Baxter gates from Yang-Baxterization

The braid gate BI has the eigenvalues

λI,1 =− e
i
2 (φ2+φ3), (28a)

λI,2 =eiφ1 , (28b)

λI,3 =e
i
2 (φ2+φ3), (28c)

λI,4 =eiφ4 . (28d)

If we consider the Yang-Baxterization with four distinct
eigenvalues, it does not give the correct R matrix. Therefore
we restrict to φ1 = φ4, namely three distinct eigenvalues. The
braid gate BI with φ1 = φ4 has a simple relation with BII
given by

BI(φ1 = φ4) = (112 ⊗ σx)BII(112 ⊗ σx). (29)

It suggests that they have the same eigenvalues, denoted as

λII,1 =− e
i
2 (φ2+φ3), (30a)

λII,2 =eiφ1 , (30b)

λII,3 =e
i
2 (φ2+φ3). (30c)

Note that the R(x) matrices obtained from Eq. (26) preserves
the transformation, since Pauli matrix σx is Hermitian.

Consider the braid gate BIII , which has the eigenvalues

λIII,1 =− eiφ1 , (31a)

λIII,2 =e−iφ1 , (31b)

λIII,3 =eiφ1 . (31c)

The eigenvalues are only dependent on the braid parameter
φ1.

The Yang-Baxterization of three distinct eigenvalues,
namely Eq. (26) gives the following R matrices

Rl,1(x) = α(x, λl,3)Bl

+ β(x, λl,1, λl,2, λl,3)11 + γ(x, λl,1)B
†
l , (32)

with l ∈ {I, II, III}. We call them the first kind of R matrix
(or Yang-Baxter gate) of Bl. For BIII , it admits a represen-
tation of BMW algebra, therefore the solution of the Yang-
Baxter equation is guaranteed. Although the braid gates BI
and BII do not have the BMW algebra representation, they
satisfy the necessary condition for Yang-Baxterization given
in [45], thereforeRII,1 andRII,2 also satisfy the Yang-Baxter
equation.

We observe that the eigenvalues of BI , BII , and BIII both
satisfy

β(x, λl,2, λl,1, λl,3) = 0, (33a)
β(x, λl,1, λl,3, λl,2) = 0, (33b)

with l ∈ {I, II, III}. Here β is the coefficient of the
Yang-Baxterization in Eq. (26). Therefore, the three-
eigenvalue Yang-Baxterization reduces to the two-eigenvalue

Yang-Baxterization. Specifically, we have another two types
of R matrices

Rl,2(x) =α(x, λl,3)Bl + γ(x, λl,2)B
†
l , (34a)

Rl,3(x) =α(x, λl,2)BI + γ(x, λl,1)B
†
l , (34b)

with l ∈ {I, II, III}. We call them the second and third
kinds of R matrices (or Yang-Baxter gate) of Bl. Note that
the second and third kinds of Yang-Baxter gates are obtained
from the eigenvalue permutation λ1 ↔ λ2 and λ2 ↔ λ3 of
the first kind. The unitary condition requires that the spectral
parameter in the first kind Rl,1 is real. From Theorem 2, we
know that Rl,2 and Rl,3 are unitary if the spectral parameter
x is also real, therefore work as two-qubit gates.

Specifically, RI,1 is the R matrix of the XXZ model
[77]. The braid gate parameter in RI,1 corresponds to the
anisotropic coupling of the spin chain. The RIII,1 matrix can
also be obtained from the trigonometric limits of elliptic R
matrix [78]. Moreover, the RIII,1 matrix is locally equivalent
to the R matrix of the sine-Gordon model [79]. The matrix
expressions of Rl,1 Rl,2, and Rl,3, namely total nine R gates,
can be found in Appendix B.

The braid gate BIV only has two distinct eigenvalues,
λIV,1 = eiπ/4 and λIV,2 = e−iπ/4, therefore the Yang-
Baxterization gives a unique R matrix, namely

RIV (χ) ∼=




cosχ 0 0 eiφ1 sinχ

0 cosχ sinχ 0

0 − sinχ cosχ 0

−e−iφ1 sinχ 0 0 cosχ



,

(35)
with the real spectral parameter †

x = tan(χ− π/4). (36)

The optimal gate and pulse constructions of RIV (χ) with
φ1 = 0 have been detailed studied in [64].

C. Geometric representations of Yang-Baxter gates

Through some analysis, we find the nonlocal parameters of
RI,1 are

[RI,1] = [aI,1, aI,1, cI,1], (37)

with

aI,1 =arccos

(√
1− cos 2φ

cosh 2µ− cos 2φ

)
, (38a)

cI,1 =
i

2
ln

(
sin(φ+ iµ)

sin(φ− iµ)

)
. (38b)

† It is a non-conventional way to parameterize the spectral parameter. There-
fore we denote it as χ, to distinguish it from µ.
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(a) 1a (b) 1b (c) 1c

Figure 1: plots of....

Without lose of generality, we can assume x > 0 and reparameterize it as x = eη . Then the properly
normalized unitary gate can be rewritten as

R(η) =
1√
∆




cosh η cos θ 0 0 −eiφ sinh η sin θ
0 i sinh η sin θ − cosh η cos θ 0

0 − cosh η cos θ i sinh η sin θ 0

e−iφ sinh η sin θ 0 0 cosh η cos θ


 , (4.69)

with
∆ = cosh2 η cos2 θ + sinh2 η sin2 θ. (4.70)

Furthermore, we can combine the two parameters η and θ in the following way

R(x) =




cos ξθ,x 0 0 −eiφ sin ξθ,x
0 i sin ξθ,x − cos ξθ,x 0

0 − cos ξθ,x i sin ξθ,x 0

e−iφ sin ξθ,x 0 0 cos ξθ,x


 , (4.71)

with the parameter ξθ,x defined as

cos ξθ,x =
1√
∆

cosh η cos θ, sin ξθ,x =
1√
∆

sinh η sin θ. (4.72)

• Case 4: The braid gate BIV only has two distinct eigenvalues. Therefore, the Yang-Baxter gate is

R(x) =
1√
2




1 + x 0 0 eiφ1(1− x)

0 1 + x 1− x 0

0 −1 + x 1 + x 0

e−iφ1(−1 + x) 0 0 1 + x


 . (4.73)

If we redefine the spectral parameter as
x = tan(θ − π/4), (4.74)

then we have

R(θ) =




cos θ 0 0 eiφ1 sin θ

0 cos θ sin θ 0

0 − sin θ cos θ 0

−e−iφ1 sin θ 0 0 cos θ


 . (4.75)

References
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FIG. 4. Geometric representations of Yang-Baxter gates obtained from braid gates. Yang-Baxter gates Rl,1, Rl,2, and Rl,3 with l ∈
{I, II, III} are defined in Eqs. (32), (34a), and (34b) respectively. The Yang-Baxter gate RIV is given in Eq. (35).

Here µ = lnx with x > 0 and φ = (φ2 + φ3)/2 − φ1.
Therefore, the nonlocal parameters are jointly determined by
the spectral parameter µ and the braid gate parameter φ. The
Yang-Baxter gates obtained from BI are locally equivalent to
the ones obtained from BII , suggested by Eq. (29). There-
fore, we have

[RII,1] = [RI,1]. (39)

Note that aI,1 ∈ [0, π/2] and cI,1 ∈ [−π/2, π/2]. When
µ → −∞, we restore the braid gate BI , corresponding to the
boundary condition R(x→ 0) → B.

The two-qubit tetrahedron requires the range π − aI,1 ≥
aI,1 ≥ cI,1 ≥ 0. We can always gauge the nonlocal param-
eters in the two-qubit tetrahedron through the local transfor-
mations. For example, if cI,1 < 0, we have the two-qubit
tetrahedron [π − aI,1, aI,1,−cI,1]. See Fig. 4. We can see
that RI,1 and RI,2 are on the faces of OA1A2 and OA2A3.

The Yang-Baxter gates RI,2 and RI,3 are SWAP-like gates
(exchanging states |01⟩ and |10⟩ with some phases). See the
Appendix B. Therefore, they have similar geometric represen-
tations as BI . Specifically, they have the nonlocal parameters

[RI,2] =
[π
2
,
π

2
,
π

2
− φI,2

]
, (40a)

[RI,3] =
[π
2
,
π

2
,
π

2
− φI,3

]
, (40b)

with

φI,2 =
1

i
ln

(
sin
(
1
2 (φ− iµ)

)

sin
(
1
2 (φ+ iµ)

)
)
, (41a)

φI,3 =
1

i
ln

(
cos
(
1
2 (φ+ iµ)

)

cos
(
1
2 (φ− iµ)

)
)
. (41b)

Since the two nonlocal parameters of RI,2 and RI,3 are con-
stant, we can always gauge the third in the range [0, π/2].
Therefore, RI,2 and RI,3 are on the edge A2A3 of the two-
qubit tetrahedron. Moreover, because of Eq. (29), we have

[RII,2] = [RI,2], (42a)
[RII,3] = [RI,3]. (42b)

See Fig. 4 for the two-qubit tetrahedron of RI and RII .
It is expected that the Yang-Baxter gate RIII is locally

equivalent to RI and RII , since BI , BII , and BIII have sim-
ilar geometric representations (all on the edge A2A3 of the
two-qubit tetrahedron). Through some calculations, we find

[RIII,1] = [aIII,1, aIII,1, cIII,1], (43)

with

aIII,1 =arccos

(√
1− cos 4φ1

cosh 4µ− cos 4φ1

)
, (44a)

cIII,1 =
i

2
ln

(
sin(2φ1 + 2iµ)

sin(2φ1 − 2iµ)

)
. (44b)

Compare with the nonlocal parameters of RI,1 in Eq. (37),
then we find that RI,1 and RIII,1 have the correspondence
through 2φ1 ↔ φ and 2µ ↔ µ. Therefore, RIII,1 is also on
the faces OA1A2 and OA2A3 of the two-qubit tetrahedron.
See Fig. 4.

The second and third kinds of RIII have the nonlocal pa-
rameters

[RIII,2] =
[π
2
,
π

2
,
π

2
− 2φIII,2

]
, (45a)

[RIII,3] =
[π
2
,
π

2
,
π

2
− 2φIII,3

]
, (45b)

with

φIII,2 =arccos

(
sinhµ cosφ1√

sinh2 µ cos2 φ1 + cosh2 µ sin2 φ1

)
,

(46a)

φIII,3 =arccos

(
coshµ cosφ1√

cosh2 µ cos2 φ1 + sinh2 µ sin2 φ1

)
.

(46b)

Therefore, RIII,2 and RIII,3 are on the edge A2A3 of the
two-qubit tetrahedron. See Fig. 4. When µ = 0, RIII,2
becomes locally equivalent to the SWAP gate. While RIII,3
requires φ1 = π/2 to be locally equivalent to the SWAP gate.

The Yang-Baxter gate RIV generated from BIV has the
nonlocal parameters

[RIV ] = [2χ, 0, 0], (47)
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with the spectral parameter χ defined in Eq. (36). It represents
the edge OA1 of the two-qubit tetrahedron. See Fig. 4. From
Eq. (35), we can easily see that RIV (χ = 0) ∼= 114 and
RIV (χ = π/2) is locally equivalent to σx ⊗ σx.

D. Gate decompositions of Yang-Baxter gates

Based on the nonlocal parameters of the Yang-Baxter gates,
we find the optimal gate decomposition (with the minimal
number of CNOTs) of RI and RIII in terms of the univer-
sal gate set {Rz(θ), H,CNOT}. See Figs. 5 and 6. For RI ,
we define the parameter ω as

ω =
1

2
(φ2 − φ3), (48)

which only appears in the single-qubit gates of the decompo-
sition. It is also called the q deformation parameter of the R
matrix [77].

Note that RI and RII have the relation

RI,1,2,3 = (112 ⊗ σx)RII,1,2,3(112 ⊗ σx), (49)

suggested by Eq. (29), therefore the gate decompositions of
RII are almost identical with RI . When Rl,2,3 with l ∈
{I, II, III} are at A2 of the two-qubit tetrahedron, their de-
compositions only require two CNOTs. Similarly, when Rl,1
with l ∈ {I, II, III} are at the edge OA2 or A1A2 (with one
vanishing nonlocal parameter), only two CNOTs are required.

Notice that the Yang-Baxter gate RIV has two vanishing
nonlocal parameters, therefore at most two CNOTs are needed
for its construction. The optimal decomposition of RIV is

Rz(φ1/2) S H • • H S† R†
z(φ1/2)

Rz(φ1/2) H Rz(2χ) H R†
z(φ1/2)

(50)
with the braid gate parameter φ1 and the spectral parameter
χ. The gate identity (11) has been applied.

Based on the gate decomposition of RI shown in Fig. 5,
the necessary and sufficient condition for RI to be the Clif-
ford gate is ω ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z}, and aI,1, cI,1, φI,2, φI,3 ∈
{kπ/2, k ∈ Z}. Specifically, the RI,1 is a Clifford gate if
µ = 0, or φ ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z}. The former case gives the trivial
identity gate, while the latter is locally equivalent to the SWAP
gate. For RI,2 and RI,3, when µ = 0 or φ ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z}, we
have φI,2 equal to 0 or π, which gives the locally equivalent
SWAP gate (therefore to be the Clifford gate). Additionally, if
the spectral parameter µ satisfies

tanh
(µ
2

)
= ± tan

(φ
2

)
, (51)

we can also have RI,2 as the Clifford gate, which is locally
equivalent to the iSWAP gate. For RI,3, it is also true if

tanh
(µ
2

)
= ± cot

(φ
2

)
, (52)

is satisfied, which is the correspondence φ → π/2 − φ from
Eq. (51).

The analysis on RII to be the Clifford gate is the same as
RI due to the relation (49). For the case RIII , we see that
there are T gates in the decompositions. See Fig. 6. There-
fore, the necessary and sufficient condition for RIII to be
the Clifford gate becomes φ2 ∈ {kπ + π/2, k ∈ Z}, and
aIII,1, cIII,1, φIII,2, φIII,3 ∈ {kπ/2, k ∈ Z}. Specifically,
the condition aIII,1, cIII,1 ∈ {kπ/2, k ∈ Z} (forRIII,1 to be
the Clifford gate) is satisfied if µ = 0 or φ1 ∈ {kπ/2, k ∈ Z}.
It is similar with RI,1. When µ = 0 or φ1 ∈ {kπ + π/2, k ∈
Z}, we have the CliffordRIII,2, which is locally equivalent to
iSWAP gate; when φ1 ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z}, we have the Clifford
RIII,2, which is locally equivalent to SWAP gate. Similar
results are applied to RIII,3. The Yang-Baxter gate RIV is
Clifford gate if φ1 ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z} and χ ∈ {kπ/4, k ∈ Z},
which is locally equivalent to CNOT. We summary the results
in Table II.

The matchgate must have a vanishing nonlocal parameter
[70]. We find that the RI,1 gate is a nontrivial matchgate (not
proportional to the identity operator) if φ = π/2. The RI,2
gate is a matchgate if it is locally equivalent to the iSWAP gate
where the spectral parameter satisfies the Eq. (51). The RI,3
gate has the similar results. Note that the Pauli transformation
(49) preserves the matchgate. Therefore RII is the matchgate
if RI is the matchgate with the same parameters. In the case
of RIII , it can not be a nontrivial matchgate, similar to BIII .
While RIV is always a matchgate independent of the spectral
parameter.

The dual unitary two-qubit gates are on the edge A2A3 of
the two-qubit tetrahedron [50]. Therefore, Rl,2 and Rl,3 with
l ∈ {I, II, III} are always dual unitary independent on the
spectral parameter. However, RIV can not be the dual unitary
gate, since it is on the edge OA1. See Fig. 4. When Rl,1 with
l ∈ {I, II, III} reduces to the corresponding braid gate (by
taking the spectral parameter x = 0), it is on the edge A2A3,
therefore are dual unitary.

E. Entangling powers

The entangling power of the two-qubit gate defined in Eq.
(9) quantifies the ability to generate entanglement from the
product state. It can be viewed as the interacting strength be-
tween qubits in the brick-wall circuits [51]. Given the nonlo-
cal parameters of RI , we numerically calculate its entangling
powers in terms of the braid gate parameter φ and the spectral
parameter µ. See Fig. 7. When µ = 0 or φ ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z},
RI,1,2,3 has the zero entangling power, corresponding to the
trivial two-qubit gate or SWAP gate. When µ → ∞ and
φ ∈ {kπ + π/2, k ∈ Z}, RI,1,2,3 has the maximal entangling
power, corresponding to the iSWAP gate. Note that µ ↔ −µ
does not change the magnitude of the nonlocal parameters and
the entangling power, therefore we only draw µ ≥ 0 in Fig. 7.

The entangling powers of RII,1,2,3 are exactly same as
RI,1,2,3 due to the relation of Eq. (49). The entangling pow-
ers of RIII,1 is qualitatively same as RI,1 with the correspon-
dence 2φ1 ↔ φ and 2µ↔ µ. The Yang-Baxter gate RIV has
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V3 • H Rz
(
π
2 − a2

)
• S† H V1

U =

V4 R†
z(a1) Rz(a3) H • S H V2

(5)

V3 • H S R†
z (a2) • S† H V1

U =

V4 R†
z(a1) Rz(a3) H • S H V2

(6)

Rz(ω/2) S • H S R†
z (aI,1) • S† H S† R†

z(ω/2)

RI,1 ∼=
R†
z(ω/2) S† R†

z(aI,1) Rz(cI,1) H • S H S Rz(ω/2)

Rz(ω/2) • H • S† H R†
z(ω/2)

RI,2 ∼=
R†
z(ω/2) S† R†

z(φI,2) S H • S H Rz(ω/2)

Rz(ω/2) • H • S† H R†
z(ω/2)

RI,3 ∼=
R†
z(ω/2) S† R†

z(φI,3) S H • S H Rz(ω/2)

Rz(φ2/2 + 5π/4) H S† • H S R†
z (aIII,1) • S† H S H Rz(−φ2/2 + 3π/4)

RIII,1 ∼=
Rz(φ2/2) + 5π/4 H S R†

z(aIII,1) Rz(cIII,1) H • S H S† H Rz(−φ2/2 + 3π/4)

(7)

2

FIG. 5. Decomposition of Yang-Baxter gates RI,1 (32), RI,2 (34a), and RI,3 (34b) into the universal gate set {Rz(θ), H,CNOT}. The
parameters aI,1, cI,1, φI,2, and φI,3 are nonlocal parameters given in Eqs. (38a), (38b), (41a), and (41b) respectively. The parameter ω is
given in Eq. (48).

Rz(φ2/2) T Z H S† • H S R†
z (aIII,1) • S H S† H T † R†

z(φ2/2)

RIII,1 ∼=
Rz(φ2/2) T Z H S R†

z(aIII,1) Rz(cIII,1) H • S† H S H T † R†
z(φ2/2)

Rz(φ2/2) Z T • T Z R†
z(φ2/2)

RIII,2 ∼=
Rz(φ2/2) T † S† • H S† R†

z(φIII,2) S H • S T † R†
z(φ2/2)

Rz(φ2/2) S† T • T S R†
z(φ2/2)

RIII,3 ∼=
Rz(φ2/2) T † • H S† R†

z(φIII,3) S H • T † R†
z(φ2/2)

Rz(φ2/2) Z T • T Z R†
z(φ2/2)

RIII,2 =

Rz(φ2/2) T † S† • H S† R†
z(φIII,3) S H • S T † R†

z(φ2/2)

Rz(φ2/2) S† T • T S R†
z(φ2/2)

RIII,2 =

Rz(φ2/2) T † • H S† R†
z(φIII,3) S H • T † R†

z(φ2/2)

3

FIG. 6. Decomposition of Yang-Baxter gates RIII,1 (32), RIII,2 (34a), and RIII,3 (34b) into the universal gate set {Rz(θ), H,CNOT}. The
parameters aIII,1, cIII,1, φIII,2, and φIII,2 are nonlocal parameters given in Eqs. (44a), (44b), (46a), and (46b) respectively.

the entangling power

ep(RIV ) =
2

9
sin2(2χ), (53)

which has the maximal at χ = π/4, corresponding to BIV .
Note that the Yang-Baxter gates have the maximal entangling
power corresponding to the pointA2 with the nonlocal param-
eters [π/2, π/2, 0] (iSWAP gate), or the middle of OA1 with
the nonlocal parameters [π/2, 0, 0] (CNOT gate).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have studied the geometric representa-
tions of braid and Yang-Baxter gates, where the Yang-Baxter
gates are obtained from the Yang-Baxterization of braid gates.
Braid and Yang-Baxter gates on the same point of the two-
qubit tetrahedron can be transformed from each other through

single-qubit gates. In the two-qubit tetrahedron representa-
tion, we find that the Yang-Baxter gates can only exist on
the edges A2A3 and OA1, and on the faces OA2A3 and
A1A2A3. Based on their geometric representations, we give
their gate decomposition in terms of the universal gate set
{Rz(θ), H,CNOT} with the minimal number of CNOTs. We
identify the parameters that make the braid and Yang-Baxter
gates to be the Clifford gate, the matchgate, and the dual uni-
tary gate. The braid and Yang-Baxter gates have the maximal
entangling power if they are locally equivalent to iSWAP or
CNOT.

Certainly, we do not cover all the Yang-Baxter gates in
our study. Finding all (parameter dependent) solutions of
the Yang-Baxter equation, even for the two-qubit represen-
tation, is challenging [80]. It would be interesting to check
whether other Yang-Baxter gates can exist in other regions of
the two-qubit tetrahedron. Our study can also be generalized
to the unitary solution of the colored Yang-Baxter equation,
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Clifford gate Matchgate Dual unitary gate

RI,1

ω ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z}
φ = π/2 µ → −∞

µ = 0 or φ ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z}

RI,2

ω ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z}
Eq. (51) is satisfied Always

µ = 0 or φ ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z} or Eq. (51) is satisfied

RI,3

ω ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z}
Eq. (52) is satisfied Always

µ = 0 or φ ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z} or Eq. (52) is satisfied

RIII,1

φ2 ∈ {kπ + π/2, k ∈ Z}
Cannot µ → −∞

µ = 0 or φ1 ∈ {kπ/2, k ∈ Z}

RIII,2

φ2 ∈ {kπ + π/2, k ∈ Z}
Cannot Always

µ = 0 or φ1 ∈ {kπ + π/2, k ∈ Z} or φ1 ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z}

RIII,3

φ2 ∈ {kπ + π/2, k ∈ Z}
Cannot Always

µ = 0 or φ1 ∈ {kπ + π/2, k ∈ Z} or φ1 ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z}

RIV φ1 ∈ {kπ, k ∈ Z} and χ ∈ {kπ/4, k ∈ Z} Always Cannot

TABLE II. Conditions for Yang-Baxter gates defined in Eqs. (32), (34a), and (34b) to be the Clifford gate, the matchgate, and the dual unitary
gate. The conditions for RII,1,2,3 are the same as the conditions for RII,1,2,3, therefore omitted in the table.

0 /20

2

4 (a)
RI, 1

0.00

0.08

0.16

0 /2

(b)
RI, 2

0.00

0.08

0.16

0 /2

(c)
RI, 3

0.00

0.08

0.16

FIG. 7. Entangling powers of Yang-Baxter gates RI obtained from braid gate BI . Yang-Baxter gates RI,1, RI,2, and RI,3 are defined in Eqs.
(32), (34a), and (34b) respectively. Here µ = ln(x) is the spectral parameter, and φ = (φ2 + φ3)/2− φ1 is the braid gate parameter.

also called the multi-parametric Yang–Baxter equation or the
Yang-Baxter equation with non-additive spectral parameters
[81, 82]. Most studies on the integrable circuit are limited to
the one-dimensional qubit array. It is natural to study the uni-
tary solutions of the tetrahedron equation, which is the multi-
dimensional generalization of the Yang-Baxter equation [83–
85]. In other words, the integrable circuits might be able to
be generalized to the two-dimensional qubit array. We leave
it for our future study.
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Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. Through Yang-Baxterization of the braid matrix with
two distinct eigenvalues, we have

R(x) =

(
x+

λ1
λ2

)
P1 +

(
1 + x

λ1
λ2

)
P2

=
1

λ2

(
B + xλ1λ2B

−1
)
. (A1)

Since we assume that B is unitary, therefore |λ1| = |λ2| = 1
and B−1 = B†. The unitary condition is given by

R(x)R†(x) = 11 + |x|2 + xλ1λ2B
†2 + x∗λ∗1λ

∗
2B

2, (A2)

with the complex conjugate ∗. Through the spectral decom-
position of B, we have

B†2 = λ∗1
2P1 + λ∗2

2P2 = λ∗1
2 + λ∗2

2 − λ∗1
2λ∗2

2B2, (A3)

which gives

R(x)R†(x) = 11+|x|2+x (λ∗1λ2 + λ∗2λ1)+(x∗ − x)λ∗1λ
∗
2B

2.
(A4)

If B2 ̸= 11, the spectral parameter must be a real number for
unitary R(x).

Appendix B: matrix expression of Yang-Baxter gates

Consider the Yang-Baxter equations with the additive spec-
tral parameter

µ = lnx, (B1)

and x > 0. The braid gates BI and BII give the Yang-Baxter
gates

RI,1(µ) ∼=




1 0 0 0

0
sinφ

sin(φ− iµ)

−ieiω sinhµ
sin(φ− iµ)

0

0
−ie−iω sinhµ
sin(φ− iµ)

sinφ

sin(φ− iµ)
0

0 0 0 1




, RII,1(µ) ∼=




sinφ

sin(φ− iµ)
0 0

−ieiω sinhµ
sin(φ− iµ)

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

−ie−iω sinhµ
sin(φ− iµ)

0 0
sinφ

sin(φ− iµ)




, (B2a)

RI,2(µ) ∼=
1√
∆I,2




sinh
(
1
2 (µ+ iφ)

)
0 0 0

0 0 eiω sinh
(
1
2 (µ− iφ)

)
0

0 e−iω sinh
(
1
2 (µ− iφ)

)
0 0

0 0 0 sinh
(
1
2 (µ+ iφ)

)



, (B2b)

RI,3(µ) ∼=
1√
∆I,3




cosh
(
1
2 (µ+ iφ)

)
0 0 0

0 0 eiω cosh
(
1
2 (µ− iφ)

)
0

0 e−iω cosh
(
1
2 (µ− iφ)

)
0 0

0 0 0 cosh
(
1
2 (µ+ iφ)

)



, (B2c)

RII,2(µ) ∼=
1√
∆II,2




0 0 0 eiω sinh
(
1
2 (µ− iφ)

)

0 sinh
(
1
2 (µ+ iφ)

)
0 0

0 0 sinh
(
1
2 (µ+ iφ)

)
0

e−iω sinh
(
1
2 (µ− iφ)

)
0 0 0



, (B2d)

RII,3(µ) ∼=
1√
∆II,3




0 0 0 eiω cosh
(
1
2 (µ− iφ)

)

0 cosh
(
1
2 (µ+ iφ)

)
0 0

0 0 cosh
(
1
2 (µ+ iφ)

)
0

e−iω cosh
(
1
2 (µ− iφ)

)
0 0 0



, (B2e)

with the defined parameters

φ =
1

2
(φ2 + φ3)− φ1, (B3a)

ω =
1

2
(φ2 − φ3), (B3b)

and the normalizations

∆I,2 = ∆II,2 = sin2
(
ϕ

2

)
+ sinh2

(µ
2

)
, (B4a)

∆I,3 = ∆II,3 = cos2
(
ϕ

2

)
+ sinh2

(µ
2

)
. (B4b)
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The three kinds of Yang-Baxter gates obtained from BIII have the matrix expression

RIII,1(µ) ∼=




coshµ cosφ1

cosh(µ+ iφ1)
0 0 −eiφ2

sinhµ sinφ1

cosh(µ+ iφ1)

0 i
coshµ sinφ1

sinh(µ+ iφ1)
− sinhµ cosφ1

sinh(µ+ iφ1)
0

0 − sinhµ cosφ1

sinh(µ+ iφ1)
i
coshµ sinφ1

sinh(µ+ iφ1)
0

e−iφ2
sinhµ sinφ1

cosh(µ+ iφ1)
0 0

coshµ cosφ1

cosh(µ+ iφ1)




, (B5a)

RIII,2(µ) ∼=
1√

∆III,2




sinhµ cosφ1 0 0 eiφ2 coshµ sinφ1

0 i coshµ sinφ1 − sinhµ cosφ1 0

0 − sinhµ cosφ1 i coshµ sinφ1 0

−e−iφ2 coshµ sinφ1 0 0 sinhµ cosφ1



, (B5b)

RIII,3(µ) ∼=
1√

∆III,3




coshµ cosφ1 0 0 −eiφ2 sinhµ sinφ1

0 i sinhµ sinφ1 − coshµ cosφ1 0

0 − coshµ cosφ1 i sinhµ sinφ1 0

e−iφ2 sinhµ sinφ1 0 0 coshµ cosφ1



, (B5c)

with the normalizations

∆III,2 =sinh2 µ cos2 φ1 + cosh2 µ sin2 φ1, (B6a)

∆III,3 =cosh2 µ cos2 φ1 + sinh2 µ sin2 φ1. (B6b)
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